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Introduction
Mission, Vision, and Outcomes
Mission
The Future Project is a national campaign to empower young people to live extraordinary lives of passion
and purpose. That so many young people never realize what they’re capable of is one of the most
devastating realities of these times. But together we can – and must – change that.

Vision
That’s why we’ve embedded transformational leaders called Dream Directors into schools across the
country with the mission to support everyone inside to put their biggest dreams into action. Our approach
supports the individual, the school community, and beyond.
Coaching - A 1:1 experience delivered by a Dream Director to help Dreamers get in action around a
concrete project that will bring them closer to the life and world they imagine
Courses - Facilitated learning experiences that develop growth mindset and skill sets
(social-emotional, 21st century, and entrepreneurial)
Culture - The strategic combination of interventions, activities, and events towards a shared vision of
an environment in which these mindsets and skill sets flourish

Outcomes
We’ve set out to have all young people in the school living lives of passion and purpose, power and
possibility. Our research-based method cultivates critical mindsets and skill sets. A growing chorus of
educators, experts — and students themselves! — have identified a new set of outcomes that matter most in
school and beyond. With a mindset to dream up a better future and the tangible abilities necessary to make
that future real, young people are eager and able to live a life of passion and purpose.
Combining social-emotional competencies, 21st century skills, and leadership training with growth-mindset
and asset-mindset development, our students become unstoppable. The final piece of the puzzle is
immersion in a school climate that helps make their ideal future seem possible.

Opportunities
The Possibility Plan
Second year Dream Director, Chris Moncrief, initiated another possibility audit to identify opportunities and
challenges at BCAM this year. With the help of his students, the Possibility Audit revealed that the most
effective to support the school was to dig into the personal development of the individual students at BCAM
this year. That meant creating the strategy with the current Dream Team that allowed both them and the
explore the following areas of identity:

Individual:
A commitment to doing work that support students in identifying
their own personal identity and understanding how that identity
played into their setting of goals for themselves now and in the
future.
Community:
A commitment to reaching out and engaging with their varying
communities for support and knowledge. These communities
might be geographic, cultural, or skill based.

Global:
A commitment to investigating the impact between the systems
and habits of the world at large on their lives and the opportunities
that exist to address them
In addition to the the work of the Dream Team at BCAM this year,
there was also a movement to include larger scale impact in the
school. This included work done by the Dream Director in 3
additional ways which include:
A Future Corps Leader - An alumni assistant who returned to
work part-time for BCAM and lead the creation of projects and
workshops with students.
Peer Group Connections - A year long training program for
student leaders to learn the skills necessary to facilitate freshman
advisories.
Restorative Justice Staff PD - A year long training program for
staff to learn restorative practices and gain insight on how to
incorporate them into their classes.

Arc of the Year
Milestones
Fresh Friday
Lunch on Fridays continued to be a open change
of pace for the week. Each Friday students could
DJ their lunch period, play fun games like giant
bowling, or the oreo challenge, and perform in
freestyle rap battles and dance competitions.
This year students took more ownership of this
creating their own set of Fresh Friday DJ’s.
Homecoming Party
This was the only party successfully hosted at
BCAM this year. Students sold just under 100
tickets to this event. There were photo booths,
games, and a fashion show by Model Material.
Art is Life Art Competition
Led by Dream Team student Zuri Smith, this art
competition opened the whole school to the
opportunity of drawing a picture of BCAM
reimagined as a superhero school. There were 3
winner selected from 7 submissions. The winners
received a combined $200 in donated art
supplies from Blick Art Supplies
Because of Me...
This was a Dream Team empowerment campaign
that had students at BCAM acknowledge what
who they were made possible in the world. The
photos were then posted in the Dream Room.
You Matter
In response the election results the Dream Team
took on creating staff appreciation packets, and
creating empowering “Take what you need
bowls” for the student body to find joy in the
wake of of extreme emotion.
NYU Game Design
4 students when to a video game testing lab
where they were able to meet a game designer,
learn about his work and his educational journey
and then play test his games.
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5 - 9th grade
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14 - 12th grade
# of students involved
by grade

22 Dream Team Students
20 Future Fellow Projects

Students Deeply Engaged

20 156

Staff deeply engaged

Courses offered

Spotlight on the Dream Team
Members
This year every Dream Team Member set an intention around an area of growth or project they
wanted to complete by the end of the year. Most of them accomplished this goal.

Kymarlie Gayle - “DJ.”
Jahrell Little - “ I want to be an actor.”
Kaia Lee - “ I want to host an event.”
Briannah - “I don’t know. I want to have
fun.”
Charlene Phillips - “ I want to have my art in
a show.”
McCarter Edwards - “Start a clothing line”
Kamal Harris - “ I want to draw.”
Alyssa Cameron - “I want to start a clothing
line.”
Tyler Coles - “I want to act.”
Qwashawn - “ I want to record a mixtape.”
Elijah Garret - “ I want to make video
games.”
Marcus Jordan - “My youtube channel to
get famous.”
Nigeria Segure-Watson- “ I want to do
another photoshoot
Elicia Estime - “ I want to transform my
public speaking.”
Tajee´Jordan - “ I want to help people with
their problems”
Dinnette Boomer - “I want to be famous.”
Alex Bostic - “ I want to be famous.”
Zuri Smith - “I want to do a project.”
Izaiah Howard - “I want to work on my
music.”
Keeshon Stephenson- “ I want to build a
game.”
Melaysha Gerald - “I want to perform.”
Zyreion - “ I want to continue my brand.”
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Students on the team
0 - 9th grade
8 - 10th grade
3 - 11th grade
11 - 12th grade

Spotlight on the Future Fellowship
Members
Quindell - Started a record label “ Forever Doubted”
Ashanti - began writing a comic book.
Zachary - Launched Hermano Ville (clothing line)
Damien - Launched Hermano Ville (clothing Line)
Olivia - Launched Stitched by La-la (clothing Line)
Ricardo - Began an art gala
Sayquan - raised money for the Rock Band
Gabrielle - planned a teacher’s appreciation event
Shavoy - Co TFP DJ with Kymarlie
Leon - supported DT and FF projects
As-Samad - launched IxDxC (clothing line)
Amy - launched Grapeland (clothing line)
Allani - attended someday and created mentor with playwright
Shaccari and Kienna - used funds to take their girls group on
an end of the year field trip
Anika - support DT and FF projects
Josiah - Began writing his book
Anthony - began working on his mixtape
Cheyenne - supported DT and FF projects
Zaire - began working on his clothing line
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Students on the team
5 - 9th grade
5 - 10th grade
1 - 11th grade
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Spotlight on the Dream Team
BCAM Lounge: Open Mic Series
The Dream Team brought this back with the addition of connecting students to more artists in the world that
relate to the students and their particular experiences. This year’s series was geared more toward
understanding the journey that artist must take in order to be successful. All of the guests stayed after for a
and Q&A about their lives and the many lessons they have learned along the way.
The Team
Led by Izaiah Howard, McCarter Edwards, Briannah McKoy, and Charlene Phillips.

What Happened
●
Hosted a total of 8 Open Mic Nights
(monthly from October to May) for
students and faculty to share each
other’s talent in the new Black Box
Theater.
●
Students were able to meet 5 different
performing artists from outside of the
school who ranged from poets, to
musicians, to rappers.
●
In the end the Dream was running
everything from the recruiting of acts, to
the selling of tickets totally on their own.
Impact
●
Average of 40 students in attendance
at the 8 Open Mic events combined.
●
Differing student acts from poetry, to
singing, to even original writing.
●
Students in attendance received free
books, free artwork, and connection to
writing programs around the city

Spotlight on the Dream Team
Black Futures Day (parts 1 and 2)
The Team
Led by the entire Dream team

What Happened
●
Students facilitate identity exploration
workshops for 9th, 11th, and 12 grade for
a full day of school.
●
Students created 5 different workshops
to address issues of race and its impact
on gender, sexuality, economics.
●
Student were able to meet with 20
different black professionals in a range
of careers connected to the arts
●
The entire 12 grade got watch a play
focused on the experience of blackness
in america today and the moments of
joy and sadness that come with it.
Impact
This day was able to allow students to learn
more who who they were as individuals and as
a community. Students left these workshops
with new understandings of how the world had
played a role in how they view themselves and
had the beginnings of conversation about what
to do about that.
This day also include collaboration across the
many different groups in the school. The
showcases that followed brought in work from
the art and film classes as well as performances
in music, dance, and modeling.
Beyond the growth of the students who
experienced, there was also a huge level of
growth for the Dream Team. This was a new
demonstration of what could be possible for
the student body to do for itself. It was an
entire day with students leading students. That
was the biggest success.

Spotlight on the Future Fellows
Future Fellow Fashion Show
This event was organized by Future Corps Leader and BCAM Alumni Rasaiah Williams. He oversaw all of
the projects that were featured in the show, including the grant application process that resulted in the
materials needed.

What Happened
●
6 BCAM student designers had their
featured in a fashion for the school.
●
The show took place at Fresh Friday
and was used to promote the Gala.
●
This was the only show of only student
work done in the last year.
●
BCAM students were given the
opportunity to buy the items afterward.
Impact
This was a great way to end the year for the
students who designed clothing this year. It
was an event for them to prepare for that
involved thinking through all of the aspects of
their clothes beyond cost. They sized their
own models, selected music, and ran their own
practices. The students who had their work
featured in this show also went to have it
featured for the entire collection of NYC Future
Project schools at the end of the year event.

Spotlight on Staff
Restorative Justice (Pods 1 and 2)
Pod 1
Staff in this pod focused on
building the basis for the
implementation of restorative
practices in the classroom and
into the fabric of BCAM’s
community. They used the
time to co-create a “How to
Guide for the addition of
restorative practices to the
work done in advisories.

Pod 2
The staff in this pod took on
looking at the staff culture and
begin to investigate and
understand the ways in which
the staff can better support
each other. They did an
analysis of the staff pride and
pain points and used that to
create a new approach to PD
for the start of year.

Spotlight
Diddy Fund
BCAM was the 3rd highest school in the country to receive
Diddy Fund grant money this year. Below are the projects
and the amount they were funded.

Student Wins
Elicia Estime
Received a $500 from Scott Morris and Dean List
Tour, a hip-hop group for students that rewards
students who are practicing their art and doing
well in school. She met them through her work
with the Future Council last year.
Nigeria Segure-Watson
Is the youth representative to the board for Grip
Tape - an organization that provides grant funding
to students in pursuit of a dream or passion. This
is a paid position she will keep for as long as
wants.
Qwashawn Dwight
Has received $500 in grant funding to pursue his
passion of making music. He has since recorded
3 studio quality songs and is on track to share his
mixtape over the summer.
Leon John and As-Samad Howland
Were accepted in the inaugural class of The
Future Project Assist Program. It is a paid training
program for alumni to begin the process of
becoming full time project support to the office.
Tajee´ Jordan
Has represented BCAM this year as our member
of the NYC Future Council. She will continue to
serve after graduation and begin the recruitment
process for the next class of council members.
There were 4 clothing lines, 4 professionally
produced songs, and 2 new businesses started
this year as a result of the Dream Team and
Future Fellow Program.

